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Edgeworth Expansions for M-Estimators of 
a Regression Parameter 
S. N. LAHIRI 
Comtnunica(ed by the Editors 
This paper gives rth order Edgeworth expansions (r > 3) for M-estimators of a 
regression parameter in a simple linear regression model. The regularity conditions 
used here essentially require the smoothness of some integrals of the score function 
with respect to the underlying error distribution. As a result, these expansions are 
valid for robust M-estimators corresponding to nonsmooth score functions. 
;cJ 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a simple linear regression model 
r, = xi/3 + Ej, i = 1, 2, . ..) n, (1.1) 
where E i , . . . . E, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables with common distribution function (d.f.) F, x,, . . . . x, are known 
nonrandom constants, and /? is the unknown regression parameter. An 
important special case of (1.1) is the one-parameter location model, where 
x, = 1 for all i > 1. However, for the results of this paper, the design 
constants xi, . . . . x,, are allowed to depend on n. We suppress that in the 
sequel for notational convenience. Let Y be a nondecreasing real valued 
function on the real line R. An M-estimator 8, of /I corresponding to Y is 
defined to be a solution of the equation (in t) 
i xiY(~-xit)=o. (1.2) 
r=l 
In particular, Y(x) s x, x E R yields the classical least square estimator, 
(say) p^,, of /?. In the following, we shall assume that 
my&,) = 0. (1.3) 
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Condition (1.3) is required to ensure the asymptotic unbiasedness of B,. 
This clearly holds if Y is an odd function and F is symmetric about zero. 
Consistency and asymptotic normality of M-estimators of regression 
parameters have been extensively studied in the literature in much more 
general settings (see [7, S] and the references therein). But so far the Edge 
worth expansions of these estimators have been obtained only in the cases 
where the score function Y is smooth. Using the techniques of 
Bhattacharya and Ghosh [ 11, Ringland [ 131 derives a two-term 
Edgeworth expansion for studentized M-estimators in a one-way layout 
model. However, he restricts the design matrix elements to O’s and l’s only, 
thus eliminating general regression models. Qumsiyeh [ 121 gives a general 
Edgeworth expansion for the density of the least square estimator ( ffin, 
say) of p and also a two-term expansion for studentized 8, along the lines 
of Bhattacharya and Ghosh [ 11. For normalized linear functions of fi,,, a 
two-term Edgeworth expansion has been derived by Navidi [lo]. 
Although Qumsiyeh [ 121 and Navidi [lo] allow a significantly larger 
class of design vectors, their works do not consider general M-estimators. 
Recently, a two term expansion for an M-estimator of multiple regression 
parameters corresponding to smooth Y has been derived by Lahiri [IS]. 
For the uniparameter case, this paper gives an Edgeworth expansion for 
the normalized M-estimators allowing smooth as well as nonsmooth Y and 
a strictly larger class of design points than that of Qumsiyeh [12] (see 
Remark 2.1). Relaxing the smoothness condition on Y is particularly 
important from the application point of view, since the score functions of 
many commonly used robust M-estimators are not sufficiently smooth. 
The proof exploits monotonicity of Y to obtain probability bounds on 
p,, in terms of sums of independent random variables. Then, classical 
Edgeworth expansion techniques are applied to these bounds yielding an 
expansion for the distribution function of normalized /?,. Here, it should be 
mentioned that the idea to investigate the distribution of M-estimators via 
monotonicity of Y is not new and has appeared a number of times in the 
literature (see [S, 11, 141). However, for the uniparameter case, this seems 
to be the right approach which enables one to relax the smoothness 
conditions on Y. 
2. EDGEWORTH EXPANSION FOR a, 
For stating the results of this section we need to introduce some 
notation. For x real, write p,(x) = p(x) = EY(s, -x), V(x) = a2(x) = 
Var Y(Y(E, -x), and p,(.t)=E[Y(s, -x)-~(.x)]‘for i>2. For a real valued 
function h on [w, let h”’ denote the ith derivative of h (whenever it exists) 
and lIhl\ denote the supremum norm of h. For convenience, h’, h”, h”‘, . . . 
will replace h”‘, h”‘, hc3’, . . . . respectively. Define 
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n 
M,,=Max{lxJ : 16i<n}, af= 1 xf, b, = log a,, 
I=1 
A = -$(0)/a(O) (whenever it is defined) (2.1) 
b,,, = i lxil’/aL7 d,, = Max fi by:, : ~~~20, i (i-2)cr,=r-2 
,=I ,=3 r=3 
where r > 3 and cri’s are integers. 
For any set R, let ]BI denote the number of elements in B. Write A,(c) = 
ji:l<iin, ~xiJ>c~a;d,,} and K,(c)=JA,(c)) for c>O. Let #J and @ 
respgctively denote the density and the distribution function of a standard 
normal variate. 
Now we are in a position to state the assumptions. In addition to (1.3), 
assume that the model (1.1) satisfies conditions (A.l)-(AS) and R, below 
throughout the paper: 
(A.1 ) a,,-+s asn-+cc. 
(A.2) A = -$(O)/o(O)>O (whenever it exists). 
(A.3) There exists a constant c > 0 such that b, = o(K,(c)) as n -+ CG. 
(A.4) M,,b,= o(a,) as n -+ 00. 
(AS) There exist constants A4 > 0, 6 > 0, and 0 < q < 1 such that 
Sup{lEexp(itY(e, -.r))l : /xl <6, If/ >Mj <q. 
For r 2 3, let (R,) denote the following set of conditions: 
Condition R,. (i) The function pi has (r - i) continuous derivatives in 
a neighborhood Lo of zero, for i= 1, . . . . r - 1 and ,u, is continuously 
differentiable on 0. 
(ii) There exists a>0 such that E I’P(s, +cc)l’< a. 
Remark 2.1. Assumptions (A.1 ) and (A.2) are typical for proving the 
asymptotic normality of a, (see, e.g., [S]). Assumption (A.3) is rather 
uncommon and deserves some clarification. For obtaining the Edgeworth 
expansion for the normalized sums of independent random variables, one 
usually assumes that the absolute values of the characteristic functions of 
all summands are uniformly bounded away from 1 outside every 
neighborhood of zero. But in the present context, this will require 
Min{ (xi( : 1 d id n) > c for some c > 0, thus ruling out many frequently 
used designs. (A.3) relaxes this requirement. Another typical assumption 
for proving the asymptotic normality of bn is that M,/a, = o( 1) as n + 00. 
Condition (A.4) is somewhat stronger than this. However, all these 
assumptions (viz. (A. 1 ), (A.3), (A.4)) on the design points hold if zcls 
satisfy the following conditions: 
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(Q.l) liminf,I,,(l/n)~~=, .u’>O 
(Q.2) limsup,,,(l/n)Cf=, ~x~~‘<co for somesa 
(Q.3) M, = O(d) for some 6 E [0, 4). 
Specialized to the one-dimensional case, this gives precisely the set of 
assumptions on ?ci(s used by Qumsiyeh [12] to derive the Edgeworth 
expansion for the least square estimator of /% Under (Q.l )-(Q.3), (A.l) and 
(A.4) hold trivially. As for (A.3), note that if uz > 2cn for some c > 0, then 
by definition of K,,(c), uf < c(n - K,(c)) + rzzR. K,,(c), implying that K,(c) = 
O(nrPza) and, hence, condition (A.3). Finally, condition (AS) states a 
modified Cramer’s condition. See Remark 2.4 and the proposition following 
it for a sufficient condition. 
Now we state the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that conditions (A.l)-(AS) hold and that 
condition R, holds for some positive integer r 2 3. Then, 
SupIP(a,A(p,,-/j)~.)-5,..(~)I=o(d,,), 
where 5,. Jx) = CD;*) + C:= 3 P,,(x) i(x) and P,,,( .), i= 3, . . . . r, are polyno- 
mials. The coefficients of P, depend on the values of the functions p,, .,,, p, 
and their derivatives, at zero. Furthermore, liP,,,#li = O(d,) for 3 < i < r. 
Remark 2.2. An exact expression for P,, and hence r,,, can be derived 
from the proof. However, these become increasingly entangled as i and r 
increase. For r = 3,4, we give the explicit form of the Edgeworth expansion 
below. Write Hi for the Hermite polynomial of order i, i B 1 (see Feller 
[4, p. 5141). Let ejn = C:= I .~;/a:, n 3 1. For x E Iw, define the functions 
H,. J-G F, .) = @(-x) - e3n {[$-EY] } $+$ H,(x) d(x), 
H4, n(x, F, .) = H3. Ax, F, .) - 4(-x) 
x {b,. [(F+s) $+& xH,(x) 
+ (P4 - 3a4) 
24a4 H,(x)] +e:, [($+$)(&) x2H3(x) 
+& H,(x)+(‘$+$r -$ 
- F+$) f-($$)xH*(x)]} 
Then, r,, Jx) = H, ,(x, F, 0), x E Iw, r = 3, 4, (with pi.‘) evaluated at 0). 
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Remark 2.3. Condition R, states the minimum smoothness require- 
ments on Y and F in terms of the function pL;s. The smoothness of the 
functions pi, 1 < id r, can be ensured by using the smoothness of the score 
function Y or of the error distribution F or by a combination of the two. 
Here, we note two sufficient conditions for R,. 
Condition R:. Y has uniformly continuous bounded derivatives Yri’ for 
i=O, i, . . . . r- 1. 
Condition Rf. F has bounded derivatives up to order (r - I), F”+ ’ ) is 
uniformly continuous, and Y is bounded. 
Remark 2.4. Under condition R3, the distribution of normalized j,, 
admits an expansion with error o(M,/a,) when (AS) is replaced by the 
weaker condition : “Y(E,) is nonlattice.” However, (AS) is true quite 
generally under mild regularity conditions on Y and F, as shown by the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that F has a nonzero absolutely continuous 
component Q with density ij with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [w and 
Y has a continuous nonvanishing derivative on some interval (a, b) for which 
Q((a, b)} > 0. Then, (AS) holds. 
4. PROOFS 
For proving Theorem 2.1, we need some more notation. For y, t E R, and 
nB 1, let 
S,(t)= f xfY(Y,-x,t), PRY) = ES,(B + y/As,), 
r=l 
v,(Y) = 4y) = Var S,,(B + y/&J, 
A(Y, t) = E w(it(S,(8+ yl-%J - dy))), 
V,(Y, 1) = log 4,(Y, t), w(y, t) = E(exp(itY(&, - y)). 
Next, we define the Fourier transform of the expansion formally. Let 
x,(Y,~)= (-i)‘.d’/at”v,(~~, t/z,(y)) IrZO, JJE R, r8j2 1. For j>, 1 and 
Y E R, define the polynomials Pj, .(y, .) formally by the identity 
1 + f uiFjJy, z) = exp 
j=l ( 
i uj- 2;y,*( y, j) zj 
j=3 > 
( u E 52, z E c, 
where C denotes the set of all complex numbers. For r > 3, n Z 1, and X, 
683/43/l-10 
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y, f E [w, write y,,(y, t) = (1 + Cl.:: p,, ,,(it)) .exp( - t2/2) and K,,(y, x) = 
(1/2E) j e?‘“y,,(y, t)dt. 
In the proofs that follow, we shall use D > 0 as a generic constant, 
independent of n Y v etc. l -,.9 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Condition (R,), p has a second derivative at 
x = 0. Hence, using Taylor’s expansion of p around x= 0, one can find 
constants c1 > 0, ye, > 0 such that for all 1.~1 < ‘I,, 
IP( 3c, 1x1. (4.1) 
Next observe that S,(t) is nonincreasing in t for every n z 1. Therefore, for 
any ~E[W 
P(S,(t) < 0) < P(Sn 6 t) < PCS,(l) d 0). (4.2) 
By (4.1), (4.2), and Lemma 4.2 of Fuk and Nagaev [S], it follows that 
P(a,zA I &PI >cb,)<Ddr,b,’ (4.3) 
for every c > 0, and for every n such that M,b, < vi a,. To find an 
expansion for P(a,A(j?,, - b) <y), it is enough to derive an expansion 
for P(S,(/? + y/Au,) < 0), which holds uniformly over lyl < cb,, and to 
appraise Sup(P(SJj3 + JJ/Au,,) = 0) : 1 yl = cb,}, for some c > 0. 
For this, we use Lemma 16.3.2 of Feller [4]. Given q > 0, by Condition 
(R,), there exists a constant b > 0 such that for all n B b and 1 yl <b,, 
24 liK:,(y, .)]I < bq. For all such x, y, n, the above lemma gives 
Ip([&(b + Y/&t) - P,(Y)l/Tn(Y) 6 -u) - &n(Y, -x)1 
I 
u 
d ldn(.% t/T,,(Y)) - Y&Y, t)l/ltl dt + vL,, (4.4) 
N 
where a = b/d,,, . 
Next we estimate the integral on the RHS of (4.4). By Condition R,(ii), 
there exists 6 >O such that for 1x1 < 26 and ItI ~26, 2 jw(x, t)- 11 < 1. 
Therefore, by (A.4), o,( y, t/zJy)) is well defined for IyI < 6, and ItI < &z,/M,, 
for all large n. Using Condition R,, inequality (26.4) of Billingsley [3], 
inequality 16.2.17 of Feller [4], and the fact that for all complex numbers 
4 (l-6,) sup(lulr ‘r+‘) llog(l +u)-(C;.=, tilj)l : IuI <6, < l} < 1, one 
can show that for all I yl 6 b,, I tl < &,/M,, and large n, 
ld,(~~ ~/T,(Y))-Y,,(Y, t)l <Drld,, I4’ew(-~*/4). (4.5) 
Next, by Condition R,(i), assumption (A.4) and Theorem 8.9 of 
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Bhattacharya and Rao [2], it follows that there exists a constant D>O 
such that for all 1 y/ d h,, ItI d D/d3,, and large n, 
Id,(y, ~/T,~(JJ))~ de “j6. (4.6) 
Note that by assumption (A.4) and Mill’s ratio, 
s exp(-t’/6)dtdD.exp(-bf,)<Ddf,,. II/ >&I/M” (4.7 1 
Also, by assumptions (A.3) (AS), and Condition R,(i), there exists 
0 < q1 < 1 such that for all ( yl <b,, and sufficiently large n, 
SUP{ M,,(Y, fl~,,(.v))l : I4 > D/d,,,) 
-P{,,!!,<, l($$$-j)i WW,,) (4.8) 
G4, &“’ < Ddzn. 
Hence, by (4.5), (4.6) (4.7), definition of yrn and Condition R,, it follows 
that for all 1 yl Gb,, and large n, the integral on the RHS of (4.4) is less than 
Dv 4,. Since q > 0 is arbitrary, this gives the Edgeworth expansion for 
S,(p+ y/Au,,) with a remainder term of the order o(d,,) uniformly in 
Iyl <b,. From this and (4.2), it easily follows that 
sup &Wt(IJ,-B)G.v)-K,. 
2 IVI Gh” 
(v, --$$)I = of&). (4.9) 
Note that the coefficients of K,,(y, .) are rational functions of pi, 2 6 i < Y, 
and hence, by Condition R,(i), are differentiable with respect to y. Taking 
an r-term Taylor’s expansion of p,(~~)/r,(y) around y = 0 and similar 
expansions for the coefftcients of K,,(y, .), one formally defines the 
approximation t,,(y) by retaining all the terms of order O(d,,). Then, 
using Condition (R,) and the fact that for any D > 0, 4”‘(2y + 8x’d,,) < 
D(l + 1~1’) d(y) uniformly in all lyl d b,, and 101 <D, one can show that 
su~~l5m(~)-~,,(.v~-1ln(~)/~,(?i))l : 2 I.4 <b,,) =44,). 
This, together with (4.3) and (4.8), proves Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of the proposition. Let p = Q{ (a, 6) >. Then 0 < p < 1. For any set 
B, let 1, denote the indicator of the set B. Then by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma, 
dt) = j exp(Wv(y)) l,,,b,(.v) dQ(.v) -, 0 as It(-+co. 
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Hence, there exists a constant M > 0 such that for ItI > M, Ill < p/4. For 
any XE R and ItI > h4, 
IN--G [)I Q(1 -P)+J exp(itvl(~-.u)).l,,,,,(y)dQ(y)l 
Using the continuity of4 on (a, b) and the fact that J q(y+x) 1 ,aP.Y,hJ(~)dt 
= 1 q(y) 1 (u, hJ y) d-v for all x E R, one can conclude that the above integral 
tends to zero as x + 0. Consequently, there exists 6 > 0 such that for 1.~1 < 6 
and ItI > M, I w(x, t)l < (2 - p)/2 < 1. Hence, the proposition follows. 
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